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Nicole Werth February 25,2015 Sarah Newlands WorkofArt Reactions and Viewpoints on Reproductive Rights Throughout High School, it was common for a teacher of mine' to eng~ge the class in some sort of debates, where we would be split into two teams and be given a topic. The topic --
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often chosen by my teachers was Abortion. The class would quickly split into men and religious folk vs. women and the occasional feminist man. The debates surrounding Reproductive Rights revealed an array of responses built on different ideologies, ignorance, passion and privilege../ ()(
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With such a rich and diverse topic, I am fascinated mostly in the responses and opinions of those



\(\~'-\).~ L '' who view th ~~of reproductive rights. What has been the response towards women's health ~a--~ care? men's abortion rights? pro-life protesters? In this paper I will explore and contrast the various
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viewpoi~!s o~-~eproductive Rights that affect all genders.
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The most prominent and controversial issue surrounding Reproductive Rights is that of abortion. Twenty percent of all pregnancies end in abortion and nearly half of those are unsafe and illegal. The issue of abortion clinics, availabili of contrace tives, and sex education is very ___ -----=--._--w-.~s ~()c'/0-\S 0-- 'l CVY\&>v41-~ -------- - ·--- · much a class issue faced by wOfuen.



epending on location and financial status, women's ability



to seek out an abortion varies and this is where privilege comes into play. Pro-choice activists believe legal and safe abortions as well as "reproductive health" are a fundamental human right that should be available to everyone. The term "reproductive health" was created by pro-choice
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activists who wanted to address abortion as more than just a women's issue but a human-right and public health issue. One argument posed by pro-choice activist-s is that of the right to choose. Regardless of religious background it should be the individuals right to choose whether to have a child, engage in parenthood, give their child to adoption, or get an abortion. Another argument
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posed by pro-choice activists is based on scientific evidence. Pro-choice activists refer to what Pro-life activists might call a 'baby' as a fetus. Pro-choice activists also have revealed that at the
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time of an early abortion, the fetus has not been formed and is rather a collection of 32 cells. Pro-
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choice activists do not believe in life at conception, but rather at birth, when the child is a separate entity from their parent. The demand for abortions themselves have decreased since the 1990s, as show in this chart released by The Economist:
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L_~n response for the need of a resource center for reproduction health Planned Parenthood was created. There are many organizations, centers, and spaces in support of women's



reproductive health one of them being Planned Parenthood describes themselves as,



Pare~thoo~ On the~ website, Planned



"~a trusted health care provider, an informed



educator, a passionate advocate,·and a global partner helping similar organizations around the world. Planned Parenthood delivers vital reproductive health care, sex education, and information to millions ofwomen, men, and young people worldwide."(Abortion
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Parenthood offers HIV treatment, breast exams, pregnancy tests, abortion clinics, as well as education opportunities. Planned Parenthood seeks to teach preventitive healthcare and support sex education. Because, as The Economist explains, "The share of unsafe abortions rose as well, from 44% in 1995 to 49% in 2008." (Global1). The need fur Plann0d Fareathoodisnmgreater .--than ever. Planned Parenthood opened the first abortion clinic in 1916 in Brooklyn New York



and faced challenges and legal opposition leading up to the monumental case of Roe vs. Wade. Roe vs. Wade allowed women to obtain an abortion without spousal or parental permission and also made it illegal to deny contraceptives to anyone under 16. The R~e vs. Wade was a huge step in the process of obtaining reproductive rights and brought attention and success to Planned Parenthood. Planned Parenthood is now the US nations leading health care center, and is



\]. Y\\lL supported by many feminists, celebrities, and liberal culture. However there is the opposing viewpoint on the issue of abortion posed by pro-life activists who often picket and seek to dismantle pro-choice organizations like Planned



r Parenthood. " Pro-life " ' - activists believe that life begins at conception and that it is not the parents right to choose. Pro-life activists believe that those who receive an abortion are murderers. Pro..,,
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life organizations are usually backed with religious affiliation and tend to be anti-feminist. Pro.__ '----.::: life protesters often surround women's health care clinics picketing, harassing, and handing out fliers. Protesters usually hold posters of dead bloodied bodies in attempt to discourage abortions and anyone who is entering the clinic. Violence is a great issue surrounding pro-life activist protests. Besides the harassment women and planned parenthood workers face, there have been cases of attack during protests. In 1993 a Washington abortion clinic doctor was shot by a prolife protester and he died a few short days later. And on' April 1, 1993 a Planned Parenthood was bombed. There have been countless other incidents, some resulting in injury, death, and others only damaging the building. In response, pro life activists including Joseph Scheidler stated that the attacks and bombing ofbuildings are incomparable to the many "lives" lost due to abortions. Many critiques of pro-life protesters believe that pro-choice individuals care about the lives of fetus's and completely ignore the value of their lives once they grow into women. The pro-choice movement has also been critiqued by inclusive feminists has it is entirely cisexist. "The fact of the matter is that trans men/ masculine people and nonbinary people (like myself) are severely underrepresented by the mainstream dialogue about reproductive rights, and this needs to change." The movement forgets that some trans people need abortions, sowe trans



~s, some trans people could use the clinic to access hormone replacement therapy resources. Yet trans people have been excluded from the conversation, as reproductive
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_,nts are assumed to be a women's issue. There is an entire lack of correct use of pro-nouns and gender neutral language which invisibilizes trans, queer, and intersex individuals from the conversation. The removal of buffer zones around clinics, the decrease in health centers in the .,, south, and the misinformed hetero-normative and cissexist paperwork put out in schools and by clinics all affect trans people. Trans people, who face violence from attackers and transphobic terrorists around the world, can't even find safety in so called "feminist" spaces. When one thinks of reproductive rights, instinctually one will think of women. However there are international reproductive issues facing men. In an attempt to seek "gender equality" men have fought for what is known as the "male abortion". The "male abortion" is the mans ability to abandon all financial and parental responsibility in the early stages of his partners pregnancy. In 2006 the National Center for Men brought on then US case Dubay V. Wells. The



case fought for, in the event of an unplanned pregnancy, the mens ability to withdraw from a
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pregn~as~ reactio~many feminist supported this act as they believed it would ~~~'0 ~!~ ·--~
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bring about equal rights. The reaction to the case was nothing but support from the former



president of the National Organization for Women, karen DeCrow. Karen DeCrow believed that r.. firom tra d.1t10na · 1gen ...--der ro1esC:_~ .Jtj)_ /fLMA t\\:L . 1aw would cause a d"IVersIOn th IS (\'-~-v,...S ~\. \ j '--"'\.-...Q. .~~,.l>-:> 'f\..~ Overall, through research and questioning my own point of view, I have delved into the ~--~ : ""'~
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points ofviews of many genders on the ever expanding topic of reproductive rights. The research I've gathered has shown the profound violence and harassment put on by anti-choice legation. The critiques and urge for change in the Pro-choice and feminist movement. I have found a



decrease in the need for abortions and evidence that organizations like Planned Parenthood have lead to an increase in sex education and reproductive health. I ha~e found that men seek a voice in the topic though it may or may not affect them, and I have analyzed the response to mens call for reproductive rights. The varying points of view on the topic are changing as new generations grow and gain knowledge of reproductive rights more than they ever have before. The most central and prominent solution brought to this theme is that of education. The ability for individuals to make their own choices about their bodies must start and end with education, thought, and control.
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